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JB:

What's her name?

m,:;:

f<eaton.

.JB:

keaton.

l 1naud ibl 1.e:\

Okay, this 1s Bob Sawrey.

Today's date

1s

March 7, 1987.

And lam in Wichita Fa l ls, lexas to 1nterv1ew John Barker,
who was President of Marshal 1 University from January '71
until

August of

Dr. Barker I,

'74.

think the first

l

question I ' d 1 ike to deal with 1s, ah,
discussion of your background.

some 9eneral

Ah, I think I read someplace

tha\ you grew up 1n suburban Washington .
.JB:

Yes.

RS~

Partially at least, and then went to school

.JB :

I went to college

1n

West Virg1n1a •

member of a family of

15.

1n

West

I was, ah, the, ah, a

My father was a White House

po l iceman during Eisenhower's and, wel 1 Truman's and

Eisenhower' s years in office.
out.

I didn ' t

And, ah, 1 was a school drop

finish high s;c:hc.)ol.

'.:)0

I got 1nt.o college,

initially, on an entrance examination at a little Junior

col leg~ 1n, ah, Virginia.

Shanandoah College,

that time at, ah, Dayton near Harrisonburg.
ah, Winchester.

And i t ' s grown considerably.

spent my freshman year there.
Concord and

I

located at

Now it's 1n,
But anyway I

And then l went over to

finished my bachlar's degree - there 1n, ah,

biology and chemistry.

RS:
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How does one go from Shanandoah Valley Just across a couple
m0Llnta1n ridqes and i,md up, wel I it.·'s more than a couple o+

mountain rid~es but, end up in Concord?
JB:

Easy.

A friend of mine went there.

[both chuckle]

A

friend went over there the year before and when I visited
with him he gave me a good report on 1t, and 1t 1ntr1gued me
and sol went there.

RS:

So you
went to Conco~d.
I .

Were you a science undergraduate

i

major?
JB:

Yes.

Majored in biology and minored in chemistry.

Got a

Bachelor of Science.

.

.::.,
RC·•

And from there did you go to VPI ?

JB:

No, I went to the University of Maryland.
was back home.

<That'·;;;)

Which

I, my boyhood home was just about a mile

from the University of Maryland campus.
a boyhood attachment.
for graduate school

So I had a, kind of

But I went back there and interviewed

and they were kind enough, ah,

in those

days to admit me to the, ah, Zoology Department as a
graduate student.

And, ah, l spent two years there teaching

as a graduate assistant and working on a Master's degree,
and finished it in two years.
teach at Radford College.

Then I went to Virginia to

Now Radford University I believe.

RS~

And then from Radford is when you went over to Blacksburg?

.JB:

we·1 ·1 , wh i 1 e

I was at Radf □ rd I started at tending VF' I and,

ah, then, oh I think i t was in the fall

of 1954, I took the,

ah. competitive examinations for a National

Science
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And that financed my, ah,

Ph.D. at, ah, Virginia Tech which is Just 17 miles away from
Radford.

So I comuted far two years and, ah, worked full

time, summer, winter, fal'I

and spring and +ini':Shed the, ah,

Ph.D. there in the two years in Entomology.
RS:

Okay, and then back to Radford as a full

time faculty

member?
JB:

Yeah.

I had been a,

I had been a teacher there for two

yeark and decided I wanted to return to teaching and went
back to it.

And, ah, stayed there for a total

of, ah, 15

years and rose fro m a 1 year instructor to vice president
before I ·1 eft.
RS~

How did that evolution work

in terms of a faculty member

dealing with students, dealing with academic issues related
to your discipline to administrator?

Did you get involved

in committee work, ah, that led you to think somebody out
there's dictating to my 1 ife, I'd like to dictate to my own

life or?
.JB:

Oh, it, ah, more or less happened that way .
in a lot of committees.

I w~":\s involved

Served on probably, ah, 4 to 5

committees every year during my years there.

And as I did

so I learned more about the operation of the instittution
and decided there are things here that can be done better
than they are.

So I got invDv·1 ed more and more

Hi

the

impl imentation of committee recommendations and I became a,
ah, department chairman and then a dean, and then a vice

Barker,
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The ah, the chairmanship was a part time
The deanship was part time initially and then
time.

And the vice presidency, which was the

first time they had a vice president there was full
from the, from the outset.

time

But I got into it primarily

because I wanted to see things improved that effected the
faculty and effected the students in the institution and I

thought l could, ah, play a rule in that.
RS:

Did I hear you suggest then that this was not as much a
career change as ..rn attempt to improve Rad-ford?

That i t

I

J usti ho:1ppened

JB:

to end up being a career c:t-1ange?

Oh I recognized it as a career change because my initial
interest was to be a, a research scientist,

As a matter of

+act I had a job ·1 ined up at the, ah, National

J.n:Stitute c.if

Health after I finished my Master ' s degree at, ah, Maryland.
But Eisenhower put a, ah, civil

service freeze into effect

when he entered office and that froze me out.

no

I

onger there.

The ,job was

So l turned to teaching a':5 an a ·1 tt:wnat i ve

because I'd had some experience with i t as a teaching

assistant and I liked it.

But it was my alternative career.

And, ah, then, as I, as I continued in that one of our major
professors at, ah, VPI said, you ' re going to have to make up

your mind whether you want to be a researcher or a teacher
because it's hard to find a balance of the two of them in
the kind of

institution in which you're loiated.

Heavy

teaching loads, 1 ittle time for research, and no money.

So

I, I just backed out of, ah, the research activities which I

March 7,
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had, which were modest at best, and, ah, was more and more
involved in teaching and as an insulary to that and the, in
the conditions which effect teaching.
administration you might say.

So I evolved into

But 1 had a total

of ten of

years teaching experience before I was involved in
administration.
RS:

And then from Radford you went to this, the Southern

JB:

Southern Association of Colleges and Schools, which is
headquartered in Atlanta, and i t covers a 13 state area in,
ah, southern and southeastern states.
VirJinia, all

of the coastal

Texas through

states and i t also includes

Kentucky and Tennesse which are not coastal, that's right up
against West Virginia but just doesn't quite make it.

RS:

No.

We're stuck with the North Central

folks,

(Yeah) or

they're stuck with us, whichever i t might be.

JB:

In the Southern Association my job was to wcirk with the
accreditation of smaller private and public colleges
throughout this whole area.

But in the course of

it, these

were four year colleges, and in the course of it I
occassionally, ah, did work with the larger, major
institutions; Tulane, Vanderbilt, University of North
Carolina, University of Georgia and so forth.
occassionally also with junior colleges.

And

But my main goal

was with four year colleges during that time.

And I visited

from, oh, 90 to 100 campuses a year and I would usually stay
on them for periods of anywhere from 1 to 3 days.

So I got

Mar-ch 7, 1987
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a lot of, ah, experience with their operations and through
there querying me about things they could do about the
problems they had, I was gaining knowledge of how to, what
problems existed and somewhat how to deal
RS:

with them.

Was t h at job~ I assume it was permanent in terms of your
relationship with them, but was i t permanent in your own
mind or was it more education

JB:

I looked on it as a means of broadening my experience and
knowledge and gaining contacts, and frankly u sing it as a
stepping stone to an administrative position.

Another

admihistrative position
RS:

Which of course

JB~

On a campus.

RS:

is exactly what happe ned .

.JB:

Yeah.

RS:

And, Marshall

had the opening because of Dr. Nelson's

depar,ture .
.JB

~

RS:

Yes.

Anything in particular attract you to that job?
you weighing several

JB:

Was, were

offers or several

Oh in the course of my work down there I usually had 5 or 6
offers a year, or contacts about offers.
I, ah, began to look into Marshall

And at the time I,

l was under consideration

at, ah, at, ah, James Madison, Ron Currier got it by the

way, and, ah, I was one of the final

contestants you might

say there, and I was also ~eing urged by some of my friends

Barker, John G.
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at William and Mary ta present myself for that presidency
and, ah,

it was not timely because they were not as far

along in the process.

James Madison I think was filled, oh,
And, ah, +r·om the

6 months be ·fore I came to Marshal ·1 •

standpoint of my experience with the Southern Association,
I'd been there 3 years and, ah, that seemed a good portion

to make a change.
the traveling job.
week.

And, and frankly I was,

I wa s tired of

I was away from home about 5 days a

Ah, 9 months of the year in that work and, ah, i t got

pretty st8'1 e.
j

RS:

The,' l'1arsha·1 ·1 w~1s out.side of your territor't.

.JB:

Yes.

RS:

have much knowledge of

.JB:

No.

I rea ·1·1y dic!n't •

Did you

it from your Concord days or?
It was, ah,

in those days of course I

was an undergraduate student and not that broadly interested
in things of that sort.

But it was over the mountains and

far away as far as 1 was concerned.
it from friends who, ah, work
areas.

I had some knowledge of

in Kentucky in, ah, nearby

Of cour s e they were contacts through the, ah,

Accrediting Association and they gave me some of their
information and

insights abou t

Marsha ·, ·1 .

1-,nd I

+ound

them

to be accur.::1.te.
RS~

Care to share some of those with us?

Ah,

I am always

interested
JB:

Well

basically, ah, the, ah,

point of view th a t

I got was

that it was run down and, ah, lackluster and, ah troubled,

Barker, John G.
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were the impressions that I was given before I went up there

for an interview.
And you found that attractive?
.JB

~

No, ah, wel l

I

+ound

it at tractive that here was a schoo·1

that needed help and, ah,

I was just arrogant enough to feel

r could offer some help.

that

That from the, ah, the

experience I'd ·had, particularly in the recent 3 years with
the Accrediting Association, we were constantly involved in
evaluating and recommending change in schools.
thought based on that experience,

And, ah,

I

I had some ideas which

j

would be applicable in a situation 1 ike that.
RH:

{kcord i ng to
!Jne of

lb.§.

F-·arthenon, you ~._iere quoted as !:..:;ay i n 1-3 th a t

your f i r s t

impr e ssions of l"larsha'I ·1 ,

Huntington

perhaps is more accurate thc1.n Marshal ·1, wa.s an ug1 y r ·edtsh

smoke that hung over the city.

Do you remember saying

anything 1 ike that or?
.JB:

Yes.

I said that .

It i"as there.

It, I don't remember what

plant i t came from but, ah, down toward the east end.
was very much

in evidence.

That

I went up there for an interview

on an August day and frankly it didn't leave me with a good,

ah, visual

experience.

downtown hotel
in there

1 met with the committee in a

and they were, I thought, extremely effective

interview techniques and we had a good di s cussion.

And when that was over I think they had another candidate
coming right in, so, ah,
my own.

So I said,

11

I was dismissed and, ah,

vJher•~' s

the Uni ver·s i t y'7-' 11

,

I

was on

I hadn I t

-,.:;een

Barker, John G.
it.
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And they pointed out the direction to me, I walked

down, let's see,

I guess it was, ah, 3rd, which is on the

north side of the campus isn't it?

Came into the campus by

way of the, ah, sidewalk there by the library.
around the campus, ah, most of

And walked

it, and then I came back down

by 4th to the hate 1 , and l departed from there and went back

to Atlanta.
RS :

At , in al l

JB:

Yeah the, the -first impression was negative.
was, ah, was run down.

The atmospheric conditions were all

that 1 redish smoke belching out over there.
plant?

·rhe campus

Where was that

It was kind of north easterly of the campus.

But i t

produced
RS:

There was a big plant there for almos t

a century, a foundry

making, ah, train cars.
.JB:

I think that was it.

I think that was probably it.

1

didn't know the source of it
RS:

It has since shut down, the story of our 1 ife.

JB:

But the, ah, the pollution in the air, it was very, very,
very evident.

RS:

And so, did you go back to Atlanta thinking I'm off their
11st or they're off my 1 i s t

or hopeful?

JB:

I went back there thinking, ah, no, this is not for me.

RS:

And you returned in January?

.JB:

Ah, they had me back fer another interview,
Ncivember.

I think

in

MUH-44
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RS:

l\lovember.

JB:

And, ah, they said the, the chairman of the interview
r ' (Z. 1N _ ,I
LO
committee I think was, ah, Warren Atkins and a member of

10

that was Judge, oh what was his name, he was a district

judge, and served later on the, he was a member of the
advisory board, oh gosh, I can't remember the judges name
now.

But in any case, they appealed to me to take another

look.

They said, we think you've gotten a, a, ah, distorted

impression.
see the city.

Ah, the city is a lot better, we'd like you to
I hadn't.

I came in to the airport, to the

hotel , to the campus, back to the hote·1 , t:Jac:k to the
airport.

I hadn't seen the city.

I hadn't seen the

President's home or the designated President's home, which
they were moving to shortly after that.
that if

I saw those facilities and had a l ittle more

opportunity to talk about the school
upgrade my opinion.

RS~

And, ah, they felt

that I might, ah,

And I did.

So at that point is it fair for you sitting where you were
sitting to assume that they wanted you?

That i t wasn't at

that point, one out of three or whatever but they were
actually courting you?
Oh after I got back to Atlanta I was, ah, cal led and than
got a letter which offered me the position.
first reaction was no.

And, ah, my

Then, they, ah, asked me to return

for another look and I thought about i t and l decided, well,
I'll

take my family.

And I did and we all

went there and

Barker, John G.
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it appropriate for them to see

the place where they might be moving.

We lived in a brand

new home in a nice suburb of Atlanta and, ah, and, ah,

if

they were gofng to be taken out of that I felt they deserved

a chance to look at it.
RS:

And how did that fare fur them?

JB~

Went well.

Ah, I will amend myself on one thing.

I did see

the President's home on my first visit because I did

describe it to them when I went back to Atlanta.
the,

It was

it was a big brick home just about a half block from

the ~ampus on 5th, 5th Street.

And, ah, was a nice home but

the neighborhood was a l ittle, a 1 ittle different from that
which we lived in in Atlanta.
RS:

Yes indeed.
working

So, you signed on and came back to start

(In January.)

I guess i t would 've been January.

At

that point, obviously one of your first jobs is assesment
but you came in, too,

I would assume, with some broad

objectives or goals that would transcend any maybe specific
~roblems.

Can you recall

what that, what they might have

been?
JB:

Well

my goals generally moving into the first presidency I

had were of course to do everything I could ta assist the
institution to improve.

To improve faculty, to i mprove

equipment, to improve buildings and to, ah, provide a better

educational program for the students who ca~e there.
were the broad goals.

Those

But within those one had to face

Mal"ch 7,
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the issues that already existed on that

And as l recall

particular campus.

and athletics, and, ah, the physical

relationship to the:.

1 ,

ah, what is :i. t

they were accreditation
campus and our
they ca ll

it there, th!:'?

State Council on Higher Education in West Virginia?
RS:

The Board of Regents.

JB:

Board or State Board of Regents.
Higher Education here.

We have a State Council

on

And, ah, begin to obtain for that

University and for the people whom it served a fair share of
the resources that were available for higher education in

the ktate.
its
RS:

+a 1. r

I felt strongly that Marshall

was not getting

:=:;hare •

You know, 1 ike I said before I, this is your interview not
mine so I don't want to say too much but, ah, the more I
look at, at your administration the more I realize very
1 ittle has changed.

Marshall

JB:

.

(Aah)

If

I'm not mi~taken today

ranks 8th in the state in first due funding

Oh, that's sad.
it '

C-11
R....,

At1 ,

.JB:

But i t should be second, at least.

RS~

Without any doubt •

.JB:

At least second.

F~S:

we·1 ·1 ,

JB:

Hew long have you been there by the way?

RS:

This is my seventh yea r.

JB:

Oh,

S

let I s

dec.-..·1

more spec if :i. ci:d l v

Your an old timer.

Barker, John G.
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1~

Ah, let's

take some of these one at a time and
JB:

Okay.

RS:

Like I said before I'd 1 ike to make sure that you have a
chance to suggest anything that, that I omit.

JB:

Okay.

RS:

But, why don't we start with atletics, just, not because
it 's number one or anything like that but it just happens to

be here on top of the 1 ist,

You walked right in to the

middle of a mess over Conference Affiliation.
JB:

i

Well' the institution at that time was, ah, on probation with
the NCAA and, ah, we were on suspension with the Mid-Ameri ca
Conference.

RS:

And that's pretty bad.

And did, did you attempt to deal

with that by saying

wh atever we've done wrong in the past we got to clean up and
we've got to pursue such and such a goal, ah,

I'm not sure I

perceive whether or not you were a strong advocate of
getting back
JB:

in Mid-America or if

I was initially because I felt that, ah, traditionally we

were affiliated with them arid I l earned that the, the costs
of dealing as an independant were significantly higher.

rhe

difficulties of sched uling, the costs, the, the, ah, draw
for the fans would not be as good going to another
conference,

I felt, or, ah, working as an

independant.

In,

ah, one of my early meetings there was with the, ah? what
was it, the Big Green Club

(Mmm, they're still

there.)

met

Barker, John G.
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with them in the auditorium there in Old Main and, ah, I
think

I made it pretty clear in my remarks that education

was the first emphasis in the institution and would be unde r
my administration but I felt that athletics was a healthy
and worthwhile adjunct to that.
everything to have a successful

And we were going to do
athletics program.

I, I had

the feeling that it didn't make them very happy, my putting
it that way but, after all
educator and, ah,

I was first and foremost an

I, the school

was there first and foremost

for education, as far as I was concerned.

Ah, I wanted

thei~ support and their cooperation and I felt from what I
knew that a lot of the difficulty came from, ah, courses off
t he campus but, ah, wherever they came from, the thing had
to be whipped into shape and cleaned up and we had to get
off NCAA probation and we had to get ourselves back in the
Mid-America Con ference if we could, and get the thing
started on a clea n and stable basis.
to do some of those things.
probation 1 ifted.

And, ah, we were ab le

We did get the NCAA, ah,

They sent a team there as those people

do, and, looked at things and we had a new athletics
director, ah, Joe McMullen.

Joe McMullen was, I thought, a

very positive and effective force for that period of time.
And, ah,

I attribute a

lot of the success, the early success

of turning these things around to hi s efforts.

Joe was a

kind of, ah, Soapy Sam when it came ta spedch making and so
forth.

He'd tell

the same Jokes time after ti me but you

Barker, · John G.
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But, ah, part of

his object was to entertain and he built, I thought, a
pretty darn good, ah, ah, relationship with the, ah, Big
Green and, ah, he taught me so me things that became helpful
to me later on here.
RS~

You, you said just a moment ago that initially you wanted to
( Yeci;\h)

get back in the MAC.

put considerable effor t

JB:

We were.

Marshall

as

I understand it

in trying to get back in and wer e

They had a requirement that the, ah, that the

readmi ssion had to be app~oved 100 percent by the
President's Council
voted against it.
RS:

and the President of Ohio University
And th at did it.

Did that lead from your end to tremendous chagrin because i t
forced Marshall

to

go

independant and encounter the problems

you just mentioned?

JB:

Well

I wasn ' t there long enough to experience many

of

these.

It, ah, it bothered me because we had been invited by the
pres i d f.mt, . by the chairman of the pres j_dent ·' s counc i 1 , who
was Phil

(Shriver) yeah, at, ah,

RS:

Who just retired too.

JB;

Did he rea lly ?

(Miami) Miami

Fine fellow and great campus.

there once, ah, to, ah, see one of our football

I ViE,ited

games,

Marshall 's games with him and, and it's a really noteable
and respectable institution.
RS:

Storybook place isn't it?

Barker,
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But

in any case I had private meetings with him and he invited

us to submit our application for readmission.

And he didn't

say it's in,

it's in the, ah, everything is smoothed out and

ready to go.

But he was reasonably reassuring that we would

get through i t .

But the guy at Ohio University and l can't

remember his name now, was just, ah. well

he was actually,

ah, very fiesty as far as Marshal 1 was concerned,

There was

some heat beb-ieen our +ans and t h ~ +an·:5 over b.:~':Sketbal l
games from time to time and I think that might have been a
factbr.

Ah, but, ah, he had other problems I think also.

And, ah, but he voted against it and there was no reason to
expect that he was going to change his mind.
any.

I didn't find

So that's when it became, ah, our job to look at being

an i ndepenq~ ht or 1 ook i ng for another conference and v-Jhen I
i \ ./

left there they were independ~nt.

That was the route they

11-,ere pursuing .
RS:

You hadn't been on campus two months when a football

coach

was hired and quit in less than a week.

JB:

Dick Bestwick.

RS:

Dick Bestwick, yeah.

JB:

Yeah, oh gosh, yeah.

RS:

Did that shake you up a bit, ah, get you to scratching your
head or anything like that?

.JB:

Wel 1 it did.

Oh yeah i t did.

De c:ause Dic::k Dest.wick was

from Georgia Tech and I met him during the course of these,
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He was

And, ah, he was hired by

Joe McMullen and, ah, he came up there to look for a house
and everything looked good and he spent about a week, dad
burn, he resigned.

And sure it shook us up because, ah, he

was a, he was a [noise in background] fine looking fellow
and had a fine record and reputation and we thought that he
was going to play a key role in rebuilding that program.
Ah, I

never talked to him personally, I

talked to him over

the telephone and his, his, ah, answer was, well,
didnJt suit my family.

it just

He attributed it ta the fact that he

had a son who was in JLtnior or" semior year in high ·: :;choo·1, 1
think he was a junior, and, ah, he had two or three children
and he attributed

it to the fact that his family just said

no, this is not the place for us.

And he said under those

circumstances I felt that it was not fair for me to attempt
to push them in to it.
was a real

RS:

set back,

So he didn't.

But that was, that

I thought.

But obviously an awkward situation for a coach to enter too,
given what had happened the previous fall

JB:

Oh yeah, yeah.

Well

he knew,

and

I'm sure, I'm sure he knew all

about those things and, ah, had hi s eyes wide open to them.
Just as I knew, ah, quite a bit, not everything, about what

I was walking in to.

RS:

He was rep l aced by Jack, I have a terrible with this name,
Langle is that how one would say ?

.JB:

Bar-Ker, John G.
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if

And left

I recall.

He's athletic: dir~:ctor at San, a.h,

I spoke tcllf,;i.st, is

it Fresno?
.JB:

ls that right?

RS:

I think i t ' s Fresno.

JB:

Well

that's great.

Jack, ah,

is a fellow with a lot of

personality and, ah, he was a hard worker and, and, ah,
i

fel~ we did everything we could to give him the stuff

bring that team back.

I t , ah, didn't pay off

I

to

towel ·1.

[chuckles]
RS:

I don't know how much you have followed Marshall

sports,

they have now had 3 winning seaso ns in a row, the first
.JB:

In footba'l l?

RS:

The first, since the crash.

JB:

That's great.

RS:

Ah, and they had a

JB:

I'm pleased to hear that.

RS:

ah, an assistant come in from Perdue who was a, a thrower

That's great.

quarterback, or coach and two winning seasons and off to
Kansas State where he may have bitten o f f a l ittle more than
he can chew.
JB:

Ah,

Is he the he ad coach there?

RS:

Yes.
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And now they've got a guy who for years and year s and

years was assistant coach to Woody Hayes and his style of
ball

is obviously a little bit different.
Cchuck'lesJ

.JB:

Yeah, grind them out.

RS:

He had a winning season last year too .

.JB:

Yeah.

RS:

I'm not particularly impressed with him.

JB:

We went to, ah, practically all

when I was there.
up.

of

the home football

games

It was a part of the, of the campus set

And it · was a medium through which you could entertain

1
leg i s 1 a tors and peep ·1 e o ·f inf 1 utj~,ri e and, and, ah, I , we
enjoyed.

RS:

Well

my, speak for my wife, she is not a football

fan.

But, ah,

I enjoyed it very much.

We ' ll

take that as a transition to go into a l ittle bit

about the, the problems related to a basketball
But just let me fill

facility.

you in on one thing that we're going

through right now that is almost exactly the same situation
where the Big Green is screaming for a new football
(Hmm) and they have literally jumped all
mech(~rism·s for planning +aci'I ities .

field

the internal

vJe have a fine art s

facility that is number one on the Board of Regents 1 ist
(Yeah) right now, they've just jumped all

over that and

they've got the legislature to actually introduce
legislation to build us a football
a University, never a sked for.

JB~

That's terrible.

sta d ium that we have, as

Barker, John G.
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RS:

Yes ..

JB:

That type of thing

RS:

Factions going in this directon, you know.

JB:

That sort of thing was attempted when I was there and? ah,
we cut them off at the pass.

We had a plan on the boards

for a new business building which hadn't been realized and
for the renovation of a dorre:~6ry,

I th ink the comp1.tter

center and so forth were put in to it.
RS:

Ye ·s , Prichard Ha.'11.

JB:

And, ah, oh I can't recall
emphksis wa s academics.
were really needed.

the other projects.

But the main

Where they were needed; where they

And, ah, one of the legislators who was

from down there in Logan county, or whatever the county is
west of, ah, south of the campus,
name.

I can ' t

But, ah, he decided that, ah

put into a basketball

palace.

1

remember now, his

this money needed to be

And~ ah, he darn near pulled

it off •
RS:

Now, you're not talking about senator Bobby Nelson?

.JB:

Yes.

RS:

Yes.

JB=

Yeah, Wayne county.

RS~

Which i s

JB:

Yeah, Wayne county.

RS~

He's now our Mayor.

Now I think he represented Wayne County.

just west of Cabell

county.

[end of s ide 1, tape 1]

ah, Senate Majority leader,

He rose to,

in the Senate, and then he gave

that up to run for Mayor of Huntington.

Barker,
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JB:

Paid his dues,

I guess.

RS:

Ah, anyway you walked probably close to the start of the
discussions over building a civic center downtown and how
Marshall

would fit into that

(Yeah)

or if they would at all .

.JB:

Yeah.

RS:

Ah, from the documents I've seen, Marshall

reque sted from

the Board to put some money in to that and were turned down.

JB:

That's right.

RS:

And,

I think you then perhaps, or the board suggested that

maybe the city ought to buy it, or build it and Marshall
ough~ to rent it on an as need basis •
.JB:

r.:;:ight.

RS:

Ah, and then this other thi ng comes along with Bobby Nelson
and obviously others in the community saying oh let s build
an on campLIS ·faci lity +or 1"·1a.rshe1l'I •

.JB:

Right.

RS:

Ah, which you opposed •

.JB:

I did ,

RS:

Okay.

JB:

Because there was a 1 irn ited amount of money and we needed

hh

academic structures more than a new ba sketba ll
I ·1 iked basketbed 1 , I rea·I1 y enjoyed Me1rsha·I ·1
it,.·5 g1neat.
it. is

+L.tn •

RS:

Y t=Js

JB:

It's exciting.

palace.

And

basketbal 1,
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It's the most exciting thing that goes on there
at hl etically.
sitting?

Ah, at the time you left where was this

Because Marshall

has never played in the civic

center.

JB:

Have they not?

RS:

No.

.JB:

Dh you do.

RS:

Yes.

JB:

What did it cost you in terms of academic buildings?

We now have our on campus facility .

[ chuck ·1 es J
j

RS:

Well 'that, see it gets caught up in this Avis Complex thing
t hat we've got in our state.

Ah, WVU and Marshall

number 2 and we must try harder.

I

we're

don't know because I

wasn't involved or around at the time, but the story I get
is WVU got a 50,000 seat football
legislative session said well
Marshall

just to be nice.

stadium and the same

we better do something for

So they gave us a, what is a Cam

Henderson Center today .
.J8:

Oh , yeah •

RS:

And it, what it cost I don ' t know.

Now see that's the same

story they're telling us with the football

stadium.

It

doesn't cost anything because it's coming out of bonded
money, or would come out of bonded money .
.JB:

Ye.ah, but i t costs yciu in term·;:;:, of priority
terms of getting things that I thoug h t
on campus.

(Yeah.> and in

wer~ more important

Barker, John G.
RS:
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It's that, okay fine,

it's

But if bonded money it means we can't have

Or, and we, that one they ' re really playing

games with it,

l assumei they

tiw-u

to p ·1 ay games :in y·ou

admini·atration.
JB:

Oh yes.

Oh yes.

And I don't know how it worked out because

it wasn't complete when I left there.

We had not even begun

the, ah, business building which I remember was next on cur
1 ist o·f

RS:

It now e:dsts.

JB:

pridrities.

RS:

Yeah.

JB:

So I assume that they didn't take the money intended for it

I

It is there now?

and build i t the basketball

center,

(Nol

the Henderson

Center.
RS:

No because the,

it's called Co 1-~b ·1y Hall.

I got there and the basketball
·1

.JB:

It opened the fal 1

arena opened one or two years

at.er •

Yeah.

B1...1t st i l ·1 it makes me wonder what things that cou"I t:I

have been done for the academic program on that campus, were
not realized because of the Cam Henderson construction.

And

I don ' t deny that that old Field House up there, the old
civic Field Hou s e was a rat trap and, and wasn't appropriate
ta the needs of a Univer s ity and so forth.
that Marshall

But, ah, I felt

needed the a c ademi c effort mbre than i t did

the athletics effort.

Barker, John G.
RS:
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Would, from where you were sitting at the time, did renting
the civic center, ah, present the most logical option?

.JB:

lt did at the time I left there.

It seemed

if, if it

as

were built that would be the best way to go.

To get a lease

on it and work with that because that way we wouldn't h ave

to spend hard earned state dollars on it.

We would have

somebody else fighting the problems of up keep and so forth
and all

we'd have to do is pay the rent, come in and do

whatever we wanted to and back off.

It wasn't going to be

c lose enough to the campus to really become a part of the
campt,.s either,

RS:

Yeah,

if

as

r , as I

n~co:d ·1 .

I remember correct ly, the location that was

suggested closest to campus was no closer than 12th Street,
which was 4 blocks •
.JB:

Yeah.

RS:

It ended up on 7th Street.

JB:

Seventh Street.

RS:

Between 7th and 8th, 5 blocks further downtown.

JB:

I'm having a 1 ittle difficulty.

Did they build a center

that embraced the, ah, the flood wall

as we had first

envisioned it?
It sits on the c:ity side of the flood wal 1 .
.JB:

Oh i t i·::=,.

RS:

Yeah.

They have done some very nice landscaping and

terrracing

(Ah huh.) on the other side of ihe flood wall.

They've just begun a 1 ittle there and i t added immeasurable

to the city.

MUH-44
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They can have concerts right on the edge of

the wati::lr now.

JB:

That's great.

RS:

But they're really slow in recognizing the value of having
that river there, asthetic value.

JB:

Well

the original plan that I remember had a building that

actually, ah, sat over the flood wall and the parking areas
were on the river side of it and were so constructed that if

it flooded the water would just sweep through there, through
the parking areas under the building and wouldn't effect the
buil 1din•:;3 itself because it WOLlld be above the 100 yr-:?ar flood
l eve·1 •

And, ah,

it. seemed a good p I an to me be1cause i t ~\las

using land that was not used.

It was taking a step into the

future so to speak in architecurally and, and in terms of
beautification of downtown.
town and gown effort.

And it was a, it was a good

<Mmm hmm.)

And may I say too, that

Marshall, in the campuses that I have been around, had the
best support from downtown that I've, I've ever seen.

The,

ah, the support in this institution in this town right here
is far, far less.

A lot of the people in this community are

only vaguely aware that, ah, that Midwestern State
University is out there.

But that's not true, or wasn't

true during the time that I was at Huntington.
that schoo·1 •

F~~3:

Ah,

I think

People 1 ike

Barker, John G.
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And they want to do things with it and for it.

(Yeah,)

That is an invaluable, ah, relationship as I look at i t .
wish we'd had more of it here.

I

For instance we have, we

have a wealthy family here the, ah, Perkins and Prothroes,
who are tremendous supporters of SMU.

The Perkins School

of

Theology was named for the Perkins from Wichita Falls.
Their money has gone down there by the ton.

And when we had

a fund drive h ere while I was President, we wanted to get
some of that.

Well

we did.

But it was the first time ever

that the Prothroes and Perkins had ever given any
sign~ficant a mount of money to Midwestern State University.
Part of the reason was nobody had asked, but we did.
[chuckles]
the, ah,

If we'd h ad here the kind of relationship with
community that Marshall

had, oh it could have

resulted in tremendous things beyond what we were able to
accomplish during the 6 years I was president here.

But I 'm

getting off the track.

RS:

Let's switch over to accreditation.

JB:

Okay.

RS:

I, I think if you look at Dr. Moffatt's book you'll
he would suggest that successful

see that

accreditation was the major

accomplishment of your administration.

Ah, seeing Marshall

through that
JB:

It was important.

RS:

ah, and it worked out fine.

(Yeah.)

And

i

believe that you

stated very soo n after getting to Marshall, ma ybe i t was the
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State of the University mes·;;age ·1 ater that f a·1 ·1 , that from
71,

·-n

it. was gc>ing to be the gc,a ·1 , the puE;h.

(Yeah.)

it worked, ah, did you select Dr. Tyson to head it up?
someone, did you know him well

And,
Did

enough to know that he was

the man?

JB:

Ah, no,

I didn't know him well

be the man ta run that job.
block

enough ta know that he would

But, being the new kid on the

I had to depend on others to advise me and council

about that and, ah,

me

I was making some change, changes in the

administrative offices and this seemed a, an appropriate
i

assi~nment.
people,

He had knowlege of the University, he knew the

I felt he was the kind of man who c ould s ummon their

efforts and keep the thing going and get it done .

It's a

big Job and it makes tremendous demands of the faculty.
Well

you've probably been through one of them since you've

b!:,en there.

Yes .
.JB:

I got stuck on a couple committees there.

hnd faculty ca.n, can get awful tired and @ynica ·1 about this.
I look upon accreditation, even today, as not just a me a ns
of gaining approval

for another ten years, but as a mean s of

bringing to a point the needs of the institution and setting
up the priorities and going after them.

The accreditation

1s the vehicle but

And if you can get

people to work well
of moving

,i:11'1

it 's only~ vehicle.

on it, it can become the, ah, the me ans

inst i t ion.

?ind, ah, s.hou ·1 cl ha.ve a t

Marsl·1ed ·1 •

Ela t~ea1 ·1y, getting off so cal 'l l".!d "pr·ivate probatton" with
the, ah, what was it th e y called it?

Barker-, John G.
RS:

North Centr.:::1. I .

JB:

North Central
public,
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Association was, ah, a part of it .

1 ma de it

it was probably semi-public before 1 got ther e , but

I made it very public that, ah, this private probat i on was
a, was a serious matter.
wheel
RS:

And people had to get behind the

and get this thing moving.

Did, do you think that the second objective of
accreditation, that is self examination, genuine self - stud y ,
where do we want to be, was as success ful

as the North

Centra ·1 ?
Nt>,

ho.

Ah, for various reasons.

Ah, some of

it probabl y

was, ah, administrative abilities, some of would be the, ah,
change in administration.

I wasn't there much long after,

much after that, ah, re-ac c reditation wa s accomplished.

Ah,

so, ah, and I can't attest to what happened after that.

But

I

~iust have a

+ee·1

i ng tha.t overa·1 ·1 ,

it did not kn :it together

faculty, students and administration in the effective sense
that I had hoped for.
RS:

Have you ever seen i t work?

JB~

Yeah,

I have.

But, ah, mare frequently in, ah, smaller

institutions than in the larger ones.

Although, one

exception to that, Vanderbilt University did a tremendous
accreditation study and used it as a vehicle to power that
institution for years after that.
larger in s titutions, and complex

Ah, they stand out among
instituti6ns.

So I know i t

can be done, but I'm, I know that there are probably more
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in the larger or

middled sized institutions.
RS:

You know, ah, the reason I asked was that as you hinted a
minute ago,

I, many faculty do get involved and we Just had

a North Central
hmm.)

visit,

I suppose it's been a year now,

(Mmm

and we p la nned for two or three before that, and, I

worked with a committee that was an umbrella committee, yo u
know there are al 1 kind s of sub-committees out there (Ah
huh), and you know we worked very, very hard

(Yeah.)

and,

had I thought a bunch of good ideas then all

of a sudden i t

Just 1 gets distilled down into a gob of mashed potates.

JB:

Yeah, yeah.

RS:

And it was very disillusioning for me.

In part because so

many people, and I don't know if this is an academic thing
or not, just refused to plan .
.JB:

Wel 1, I think

RS:

I was going to say one other thing about that,
think

it's doubally critical

have so few resources.

(Sure.) and I

in West Virginia because we

(Mmm hmm.)

But that then becomes

the excuse for not planning.

JB:

That's right.

RS:

Instead of doing it the other wa y around.

JB:

Exactly.

Give you an example of that sort of th ing.

When,

ah, we had the money raising campaign out here at Marshall,
I

it "For~-iard Mars-,hal l" or we Ced ·1ed i t "Forward

ca ·1 ·1 E• d

Marshal ·1

11

,

out here we ca 1 l ed it

II

Ad\ianc:e Mi dM?stern 11

,

you

Barker,
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We have a good library out

there but it needed things, and one of my ideas was let ' s
get the entire faculty to tell

u s what they need in that

A golden opportunity to come up with your 1 ist of

I ibr··ary.

the best, most needed materials in that library and i t
really shocked me at some of the c:§?rt·iicism that that .,\:tr'ous ed.

A number of people said, ah, we ' ve heard this kind of thing
before,

it'll

never happen, I'm not going to spend my

valuable time working on this list of books and turning it
in and all

that.

But, ah, through pressuring and effor t we

finaily got i t through.

And I took that, ah , 1 i s t

to two

plac es, one of them a wealthy donor, would-be donor, and the
other one the State Legislature, and we got the money to buy

the entire list.

Now it wasn't, it wasn't pie in the s ky,

because we went over the list, we had the, we had a
university group go over the list and cut out a lot of the
stuff that simply was beyond our, our means.
of

it was unrealistic,

I thought s ome of

I , I

+e ·1t

some

i t wouldn't be

used, or they thought some of i t wouldn't be used, but we
reduced i t and we, we got from a donor and from the State, a
significant amount of money,

So as you say, when you have

limited r es ources you have to plan.
you can with them.

bag.
RS:

·rexas

And West Virginia i s cer t ainly in that

is l e arning how t hat feels now.

Yeah, they had some pretty flu s h times f or quite a while and
of a sudden got s hut down, didn't

JB:

You have to do the best

Oh we, we had on e year when I was

..

I..

1 °L

■

pre s ident out there th a t
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And they spent

[laughs]

RS:

Let's see.

JB:

That's the way it is, and the flush is thin.

RS:

Let me ask you a quick one.

JB:

I'm taking a lat of your time up.

I hope we're getting

this.

RS:

Na, no? I think we're doing fine.
visit,

Ah, the accreditation

I, I might be a little fuzzy here but, maybe the

prior visit was concerned about our library, or was i t the
I

•

i

one ~hen you were

1 ibrary.

there, that made some comments about our

At least in some way, then, we have been able to

pump a lot of money into the libr a ry.
JB:

Yeah, we were put on private probation because of the
library, because cf a deficency of, ah, doctorates in the
faculty and, ah, because of some oh,
deficencies or inadequac i es.

I think, building

And, ah, those were levers

that I used to go after the State Legislature and to go
through the State Board of Regents and get more money.

And,

ah, 1 ibrary was a particularly not~able one because people,
people can understand the importance of a 1 ibrary to a
University.

Sc yeah , we got some prett y good use out

□f

that.
RS:

And then, that was when Slack was brought in to admini s ter
that and bring the library forward.
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We had a closed stack

Which, from, ah, my talk with students and I

went out myself and talked with a number of students and
walked through that 1 ibrary and watched it in operation,
just was not doing it.

People had to gather downstairs and

wait for this tremendous conveyor system to bring the books

to them.

And, ah,

it didn't work.

Students couldn't

browse, students couldn't spend the time that I think
students should in the library really getting acquainted
with it and learning how ta use it.
were ~echanized.

Ah, they were, they

So we changed it over from a, a closed

stack to an open stack system, which was more in keeping
with the time and Slack was the one who, who brought that
about.
RS:

Yeah I, when I went to graduate school

they had closed

stacks but graduate students could get in, the
undergraduates couldn't.
JB:

And, boy that, that's awful.

Well, you s pend so much of your time sitting there waiting

for somebod y to bring something to you, then only to find
out that it isn't quite wh at you had in mind.

But if you'd

been up there in the stacks you might have recognized
exactly what you needed.

So it's just, it's just illogical

to have that closed stack system.

Library was one thing.

We were, another thing at that time we were on, ah, ah,
probation with the Engineers Council

for Pr6fessional

Development which accredited the engineering program

Bar·Ker,
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had at that time, and that may not be on your list

for questions but, ah, here was, ah, one of my actions which
didn't quite pay off the way I had thought it might.
didn't say this at the time but,

I

I went to the State Board

of Regents and I said here's this engineering school

and

here are the critiques of i t by the acreditors that came in
because they had a seperate, professional

accreditation.

And I said now either give us the money to bring that thing
up to scratch or close it down.
c ·i osed

And dad burn it, they

it down.
·;;;;ore spot.

RS:
JB:

Oh yeah, I'm sure it does.

RS~

Yeah, you know

JB:

Because it had been there for a long time.

RS:

Ah, all

the chemical

engineering and that kind of stuff

that's in the Charleston area
grate over that.

(Ah huh.), ah, people really

And you know, it's, it's one of those

deals where you can't have everything in the state , it's
poor .
.JB:

Yeah.

RS:

Which doesn't mean Marshall

.JB:

\1J e·11 , they were 1 ook ing at it +rom the perspective o·f a

shou ldn 't have it •

Statewide view and they said, look? here i s West Virginia
Tech producing so many engineers in an acredited, fully
acfedited program, here's West Virginia Universit y doing
this, fully acredited

1

da da da da da da, we don't need this

So they gave us the request to close i t down.
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And we didn't have, we didn't have a strong faculty.

We had

a miserable building, it was an old slaughterhouse that had
been converted, the hook s were still
in places.

And, ah,

up there in the ceiling

I'm sure those, ah, people in charge of

it felt let down by me and, ah, and I wouldn't blame them.
I

think

I

would have felt the same way in their position.

Because l didn't appear to be fighting for t heir interests.
I didn't say let 's keep this thing open and make it strong;

I said let's mak e it strong or close it.
I wasn 1 t

RS:

And, ah, l wasn't,

convinced they would close it, but they did.

i

My search of the documents seems

Haw ~bout the Med Sc hool?

to indicate lukewarm interest at first for the reason we've
already talked about.

What's i t going to cost us in terms

of other programs we need

(upgrading) or upgrading.

(Yeah.)

But then over the years became much stronger support as it,
I assume, as it became more and more clear it wasn' t

going

to cost us very much.
JB:

Yeah.

Well

it was a very complicated thing.

And the first

time Dr. Espisito came to talk to me or, actually, asked me
to come down and talk to him and a group of people.

In

effect I said you guys are yodeling up the wrong tree.

Not

those words exactly but, we have so many desperate need s on
that campus, we can't even dream about a medical
That was my answer to them.

Because we were trying to get

that accreditation mess straighten out.
get buildings started.

school.

W~ were trying ta

We were trying to get the athletic
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And l said, Man, we just have to

many, ah, to many al igators [laughs] to, to t urn to working
on a medic::a·1

we 'l l

school.

\IJhere

get the money.

is

the mrj ney coming +rom?

Oh,

And I, frankly, was very skeptical

that they could get any money that wouldn't come out of the
pool

that we would have to draw from for other things.

didn't see it that way.

So I

And in my experience, too, medical

schools were affiliated with, ah, top rank, ah, doctoral
level

institutions and, ah, Marhsall

seemed a, a di stant idea.
i

extr~me idea to me.

It just seemed a, a, ah , an

But 1 did change my point of view over

the time because, ah, well
efforts.

was not, and i t just

because cf Dr. Espisito's

He began to get the ears and the attention of some

people who cou ld get the money.

And, ah, maybe to a certain

extent l was getting on the band wagon at that point.

But

then by that point we were getting some of these other
things done too.

RS:

We, ah, are still

strugg1 ing a 1 ittle.

Ah, one of the

things I'd like to talk about here s hortly is the University
Senate.

(Ah huh.)

Two weeks ago we voted fer a Faculty

Senate .
.JB:

Finally.

RS:

Two weeks ago.

.JB:

Is it. a unic:a~ approacr.1? .

__ , •:.'.,

._,\

.JB:

.. - -

'

The Lln i ca11{;:9 is what I wanted.
\.../
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(Ah huh.)

But in

the, the, ah, campaj,gning for that
.JB:

You mean there are no students on that?

RS:

No, this is strictly

.JB:

Oh wei l

F~S:

It ,. s not the same concept that you had.

.JB:

It doesn't go to the concept I wanted.

+acu 1 t y.

then i t doesn't

I

students on it.

( NQ • )

I wanted

wanted administrators and I wanted,

faculty I felt would be trie main force.

And I had the same

thing, the same issue here when I came here.
RS:

But, 1ah, I also sat on that committee and we worked for 2
years, wel 1 the committee in your era worked for years and
never even got it to a vote while you were there.

JB:

That's a long time coming.

RS:

But, ah,

JB:

I'm glad to hear it.

RS:

in camp,tY1ing with one fac:u·l ty member i,-Jho heard me ta'lking

out in the hall

to a collegue, said you come in here, I'm

not going to vote for that thing.

it.

I would never vote for

And you hear the craziest reasons why, of cour se - So &

So supports therefore I can't.
(Yeah)

1 ike that.

was, the Med School

(Yeah.;.

1 mean,

(Yeah)

':Stupid stu++

But, one of the things he said

was the stupidest thing this

University's ever done.
that's; a minority view

Ah, so even though it exists, and
(Yeah)

it's st.ill

01.t't the1~e.

.JB:

Yeah.

we·1·1
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I admit myself, sometimes I wonder how Marshall

can afford ta operate that Medical

School

and still

the othe~ things that they must have to pay for.
getting the kind of financial
these things properly.
RS:

Well , I don I t

do all

Are they

support from the State to do

:( wonder.

know the answer to that.

The Med SchoCJI

funded totally independant of the rest of the campus.

is
Now

that doesn't mean it's not out of the same pot.
But in terms o·f books,

in terms of contro ·1 <Yeah)

it's a

di ·ff erent beast.
i

JB:

Darn:

RSc

And there's, there are, yes indeed.

That would arouse a lot of faculty rancor though.
And the faculty out

there, of course they have their clinical
have their basic science faculty.

(Yeah)

science people are 1 ike us, basically,
they all

faculty and they
And the basic

(Yeah)

faculty.

But,

are paid, ah, partially out of state money, which

probably approximates what the rest of us make plus the
funds they generate themseles through their clinic and
whatever.

(Oh yeah, oh yeah.)

And many faculty don't

realize that at least part of their salary, the med school
faculty, they're earning, they're creating.

(Yeah.)

it's great fun .
bet •

.JB :

I ' 1l

RS:

It just goes an and on and on .

.JB:

Wel 1 , we forsa,,.J some of those pt·'ob'I ems.
at the average salaries of medical

school

And ~'I/hen

I

l cmke1j

faculty and
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compared them with the average sa lary of faculty on the
campus, I thought, Oh my gosh!, this is really going to
create some morale problems.

It no, no way it could be

otherwise.
It's, ah,

it's b~en a tough issue.

love with the med shcool
fact,

and,

But the community is in

(That's good, that's good)

in

I would say that we don't have very many growth

indu stries in West Virginia or in Huntington, but medicine
is one of

medical
.JB:

•

(Mmm hmm.>

them.

Ah, it is a major regional

resource.

i

1 hat '' s great .

Because we were short of doctors.

We were short of medical

attention.

( Yeah • >

Now those are some of

the reasons that I became interested in it tea.
at the stats and saw the lack of medical

As I looked

care for people not

just in Huntington but ciut in the counties,

( Yea.h)

deplorable, really deplorable ..
RS:

Now when you were involved was one of the basic stipulations
that this would be, ah, a family practice

.JB:

Yes.

RS:

That was

.JB:

Yeah, ah huh.

it.

med sc hool .

(It was.) criteria from day one .
It sure was .

1 ittle side story that,

tell

(Yes.)

I remember, here's a

ah, [chuckles] maybe I shouldn't

Governor Moore was a, was a

RS:

Oh, let me interrup you for just a minute, he's back.

JB:

Yes, I know.

Ah, I like Governor Moore.

~oy he is fiesty,

he is, he is, ah, probably ruthless with his enemiesry he is
a tough act to deal

with.

But let me give you an
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When he gave us, out of his discretionary

funds, the money to do the initial study far the medical
schoo1 ; oh, I don't rec al l how much it was but it v~as
thousands of dollars anyway, and we had some professionals
come in and do the thing for us, most of it.

Spent his

money and really enjoyed it and of course he wanted to play
a major role because Arch Moore is the kind who 1 ikes to be

{lj

up front taking that bow when it~ appropriate.

And

sometimes people, some people might say when it ' s not
appropriate too.

But anyway, I went to his office to

pres~nt the final

copy of the report and, ah, he said, all

right now we're going to do this up with some style.
said, I'll

call

Ha

Jennings, Jennings Randolph, and Bob, Bob

Byrd, and, ah, and we'll

get them to, ah,

I'll

get them to

meet us in Washington when we make this presentation to the
Veteran's Administration Head.
da da da da.
time, we'll
great.

I ' ·1 l get it a 1 ·1

·1 i ned up and

He said, you meet me at the airport a certain
go.

Okay, we did.

And I thought, oh, this

Getting to ride in the Governor ' s plane, I think it

was a state highway plane, actually.

But anyway, i t was

nice and we landed at, ah, oh, ah, na t ional

airport and

there was a l imosine ready and we went in the l imosine to
our motel .

And the next morning we went over to the VA and

made the presentation with, ah, Bob Byrd and Jennings
R,ando l ph and , oh that was high cotton for~ country boy, a ,-·:::,
they say. [RS chuckles]

But, ah, then I stayed, I think, a

day or two and did some other work and came back United to
I remember the
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, cost of my flight from Washington to Charleston on United was

$38.

Not to many days later I got a bill from the

Governor's Office for my share of the rest cf

$380, and of course we paid it.

it which was

But that always just, just

thrilled the heck out of me - all

of this palaver and just

doing things just right and then I get a bill

for it.

[laughs]

RS:

You know,

I am not a big fan of Arch Moore's but one can

only marvel

at the political

skills of the man.

JB:

Yeah.

RS~

Ah, ~e ran for office a couple of years ago on, ah, a

Oh, he has them.

platform, among other things, that said we've got to get rid
of this business and occupations tax.

I t drives businesses

out of our state and keeps others from coming in because it
taxes income not profit.
revenue not profit.
receipts.
.JB:

Yeah.

RS:

And he,

Well

(Revenue not profit, yeah.)

Dross

that's a stupid tax .

I think he was right.

legislature did it.
will

I mean revenue,

(Mmm hmm.)

disappear.

(Yeah.)

Wei ·1 ,

the

On July 1st of this coming year the tax

It generated about 100 mill ion dollars in

revenue annually.

JB:

[whistles]

c,c.
r, .. , a

Wel ·1 , they haven't quite ·f i•;_iu.red that. one out yet.

Now where do you fill

that bucket from?

submitted a budget this year that he

education in West Virginia.

But Arch

i. s ca 1"·1 i n9 the year of

And in that budget, he included
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the 100 mill ion dollar revune from the tax that's been
repea·1 ed.
JB:

No.

Which was one of his campaign policies.

HS:

A 1 itt'le slight o ·f hand kind of

thing

<Oh boy.)

and then

he's got the legislature in a position where if they don't
pass his budget, they aren't supporting education, if they
do pass his budget they've got to come up with a new tax so
they're the tax raisers.

<Yeah,

I mean, he's got them up

against the wal 1 •
.JB:

That _' s, that takes pol it ica I skill
i

for him while he was there.

and he has it.

I voted

I, ah, enjoyed his company.

I

was somewhat in awe of him when I saw him in operation, he
is some guy.

RS:

Yes he is.

He's slippery or sli c k or something.

talk a 1 ittle bit about the senate.

Ah, let's

Ah, when you came in i t

must not have taken you too long to figure out that
Ma.rsha l l 's [ end of

JB:

tape 1 J

Here the other day and I said, ah, probably you mi s s, he was
trying to pro v ke my memory and I said football
basketball

games,

games, Sam Clagg, Joe McMullen, Joe Peters, Joe

Peters hasn't been there during your time

No,
.JB :

has he?

Re.
w •

no.

.JB:

He was vice president for Business Affairs when I was there.
But he had muscular dystrophy, and it was progressive, and
i t was terrible, really.

Joe was a fine, fine guy, black
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man, arid, ah, had a, let ' s see I think he had an MBA from
Wi s consin and hi s Bachelor's from the, ah, We s t

Virginia

State, isn't that the one near Charleston?
yes.

F~S:

Yes,

JB:

And, ah, but he had heart.
apparently.
football

He was a fine athlete,

And when I came there he was still

offic i ating

games but that muscular dystrophy was Just taking

him down, down, down.

He was a great guy to be around.

A

lot of courage, a lot of heart and work, boy he worked like
a dog for that school.
RS:

Anyway

i

Let ~e refresh you a little bit on what the governance
system looked like and in fact looks like this very day .

wou'I d.

.JB:

Yeah, if

RS:

We had an, a supposed umbrella organization of faculty

yOL.l

called the University Council

which had probably l faculty

member from each constituency elected by the constituency,
probably a student and probably two or thr e e a dm1n1strators
exofficic, and Sam Clagg was the chair.
an executive committee of the faculty,

It functioned like
I guess.

And

underneath that, theoretically reporting through University
Council

but not always,

independent committees.

were autonomous if not totally
Student Conduct & Welfare, I

remember was one that was in the new s a lot, related to the
drug prc>b 1 ems •
.JB:

Ye a h.
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Committee was one, and we have, ah,

Academic Planning and Standards, ah, Budget &
Appropriations, Athletic, and they're all
I ' m not sure all

over the place.

of them were in place in your era (Yeah)

but pretty much there' s a lack of cooperation, a lack of
c ommunication, a lack of k nowing what's going on.
point I remember you saying that,

At one

I think thi s was probably

in '73, ah, faculty are not aware of all

the good stuff the

committees are doing on this campus right now.

The

committees are working hard and they 're making progress.
Well~ it's the system in part that's responsible for that,
there's no way for the faculty to know .
.JB:

Yeah.

RS:

But that is what we had.

That's what we have.

Mercifully

it's going away [laughingly] ne:-:t +a ·1 1.

JB:

Boy I'm glad to hear that because there were so me real
problem·;;; with it.

I , ah,

I champ i c::med a uni c , e approach

which would have faculty, administration, and students
together in a body on the basis of election and
representative numbers and so forth.
with any agreement on the numbers.

We couldn ' t

come up

Ah, 1 don't recall now

the details of it b ut that was a big stumbling block to
getting it through.
RS:

The only numbers I reca l l seeing indi ca tes something like 24
faculty and 18 students.
anywhere c ·1 ose?

(Yeah.)

Does thit s ound 1 ike
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That sounds,

that so unds like a very modest number of votes for an
institution of that size.
RS:

Wel 1, we've gc.1t

Yt=-2c1.h.

have 44 members.

·1

ined up now is a senate that will

<!"Imm hmm.)

.Jus t

+<9.C U l t y.

JB:

Just faculty.

JB:

How do the, well that's not germain.

JB:

I was going to say how will
i

Wher~ will

the students relate to that?

their voice be heard and channeld and massaged

and so fortt, ?
RS:- ••. Wel 1 , students, obv i ous ·1 y the senate.~ meetings w i ·1 ·1
(Ah huh.)

There'll

be faculty who will

be a, just as obviously there will

only

vote but s tudents and administrators and

staff and town folks and everybody else will
in, heci\r clt:~bate, participate in debate
real

be open.

student input will

be able to sit

(Yeah) , ah, but the

come through the committee

structure, where they wil 1 continue to have representatives

JB:

How will

the committees relate to a senate?

Will

there be a

stated relationship there?
RS:

Ye s.

Ah, all

it will

committee work will

be reviewed by the senate,

almost be the same kind of thing as a regular
(Mmm hmm.)

The committees w{ll

recommend

actions, you know, but it won't go directly to the
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Again with the exception of

many of the Faculty Personnel

committee items.

Ah,

students are not pleased.
JB:

No,

I wouldn't think so.

administrators will

And, ah,

be pleased,

I'm not to sure

because by the time an

action af that senate gets to them,

it's going to be pretty

darn hard to turn i t down or turn it away [chuckles] or
anything else if they don't agree with it.

.

,
R...~.
JB:

we·1 ·1 , you know
'

.

So t~ey're going to have to be involved in the politics of
the proce·ss.

RS:

Yeah, exactly.

And the interesting thing to me about it is

that the President wanted it to the point of wishing he
could mandate it.
huh.)

rnh huh.)

That is, this new system.

Ah, he is not concerned with losing power,

as much as he believes that the system will
University a unified voice to the general

JB:

1 think he ' s right.

RS:

And he thinks that transcends the other.

.JB:

Yeah,

it dcies.

(Ah huh)

give the

public.

I think he's quite right.

It really does .

I tried, ah, to gain that

kind of, ah, system out here at this campus, Midwestern.
But i t hasn't, ah,

it hasn ' t

t a ken place and I don't see, I

haven't heard any evidence that they are working on that
sort of thing.

Where there's a single body made up of

student, faculty, and administrative repre s entatives,

MUH-44
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working out, and hammering out details and so forth.
Frankly it would take a lot of the details and, ah, and,
and, the, ah, pi~ky things off the president ' s desk that
shouldn't even be there.

<Mmm hmm.>

And, ah, I think

it

would build support for a unified campus over a period of
time, too.
RS:

You said earlier, in fact probably before we even turned on
the recorder, that the faculty was divided at Marshall

and

it was a serious stumbling block to progress, good
administration, whatever.
i

Was, were those cliques, and that

•

may hot be quite the word you implied but, were they a major
a factor here on this University Senate problem?

<Yes.)

Did they think they were losing power or any of that kind of
stuff?

JB:

I think they were.

And, my vision is clouded by years of

time since then, but as I recall

there was an activist

faculty group who were supported probably by a, a number of
the faculty,

I started to say a majority but I'm not sure

they were a majority who supported them.

Ah, but then there

was a, a much, it seemed to me, a much larger group of
faculty who were apathetic toward it.
unfortunate thing.
in the main will

And that's the most

Ah, I happen to feel

that if, if faculty

get involved and, and play their role

effectivly in self governance, it will, ah, it will
annul

tend to

the effects of the activists who wan£ to take over and

see their particular views put in, into effect.
mean by that that activists are wrong all

I don't

the time at all,
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but sometimes they get way out in front of the pack and, and
they're leading you astray.
happening,
well

And when that appear s to be

it really annoyed me that some faculty would say,

I'm not really involved, I'm not really a member of

this group,

I don't identify with them.

there, as well

as here,

My reaction to that

would be bananas .

You're a member

of this faculty and if you don't sta y involved it's going to
do things that you don't want, sooner or later.

And it ' s

going to do things that are not particularly in the interest

of the whole body.

So get in there and pitch.

therd are some people who just won't do it.

our voting populace in general , they won ' t
they'll

RS:

Yeah.

bitch and growl

But, ah,

And, just like
vote.

But

about what's been voted on.

That's very normal

behavior in thi s country

unfortunately, maybe in most.

Ah, do you think that you

became tc identified with the senate?

JB:

I don't knew.

I'm pretty hazy on that, that issue after

this period of time.

RS:

Now see the do c uments indicate that I, I see them
indicating a serious effort on your part to avoid that.

JB:

To avoid being identified with it?

RS:

Yeah.

That you came in and said~ I think a senate is the

way to go, but as the process continued, you made i t clear
that the faculty was going to have to do what it thought
best.
JB:

Yes I did.

Yeah,

I recall

feeling that way now.

wanted them to come up with it.

Ah,

I

I wanted them to come up
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with the ideas because I thought that that way it would have

a better chance of their backing and of a broad effort than

if the administration and a small
all

out and put it on them.

group of faculty worked it

I think again if you,

if you

did something of that sort through the administration, or
through the administration and a very select group of
faculty,

it would have less, less impact, for all

those

people.

RS:

And there was never a vote during your administration, was

.JB:

I ddn ' t

reca·11,

I don't think so.

I'm sure it didn ' t.

i t finally came up

I think

in about

' 76, and lost.

JB:

I remember looking at a lot of documents about it.

So

[chuckles ].
F-:S:

Yeah.

JB:

Reading where we had been, where we going, where we were
proposing, so forth.

RS=

l tell you that i t was a, we started working on it in June
(Mmm hmm.)

We had a document by the following

January, which would have been
. .l..

1 \.. •

JB:

(Mmm hmm.)

And

'86.

And we s pent a year

•i

And now i t has passed the vote and will

I'm glad to hear that.

go into effect.
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You also became a fairly enthusia s tic supporter of an on
campus Community College.

.JB:

I thought we had some pockets of need in the,

Yeah .

in

Huntington and around it, which could be met through the
development of a Community College on the campus.
see it as a

seperate entity becau s e

I dj.dn't

l thought we had the

resources on that campus which were not being fully used
that cou·1 d be applied to it.
at i t now I think, well
mongrul

idea.

A~,,

l 'm -: :;ti 1 ·1, evEm as I

look

that, that probably was a pretty

E\12cause everybody ; s now going for community

collJges over h e re, four year colleges and first

level

graduate institutions here, and major universities there,
and never the twain shall
need to mix.

mi x .

It's too bad really.

They

But I remember the experiments with the, ah,

upper division, ah, graduate schools in Florida and here in
Texas which with, ah, a very few exceptions have not panned
out we I 1 •

And, ah, maybe the people in faculties and

administrations are so atuned to the tradition of seperate
institution s

that you might as well

stay that way.

But I

felt that rather than invent a new community college there

to serve these needs, and build a campus and pour a ll that
money into it, Marshall
s till

think

a·1 ong that

could play that role.

i t could have.
·1 ine ?

And, ah,

I

Has i t ever attempted anything
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I t must have

come into existence, oh, within three or four or five year s

after you ·1e+t •
.JB:

Yeah.

RS:

And it's encountered exactly those kinds of problems.

.JB:

Yeah.

w~: ·11, we are so traditional

he a d e d a biology department at one
small

in our ti-,ink ing.
J..

L.

.

J.me.

~;11,

And , ah , i t

department, we had 15 faculty members.

I

WcH.5

a

And we

couldn't teach every specialized course that every faculty
member who came in wanted to, despite the fact that that is
'

oftJn done, and, ah, so I wanted us to invent a basic
physiology course, because physio l ogy is a part of all
plants and all
physics.

animals.

And it's chemistry and it's

And if you could get a group of three or four

faculty members to put their brains together and invent a
syllabus on a general

physiology, that means general

physiology for plants, animals, and general
principles, you have a whale of a course.
get the guys to do it, in that department.

physio logical
But I never could
No sir.

Thos;e

chemists from up stairs were not going to come down and pool
their thinking with a bunch of zoologists and botani s ts and,
and try to work out.

But if we could have done i t I think

the students would have been, ah, would have benefited from

higher level

in that course.

And we would have be e n able to

avoid the, ah, repetition of, ah, s ubj ect matter in courses
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A questionaire that I sent around as

department chairman indicated to me that we were teaching a
subject called myosis, the division of cells, the maturation
of eel ls, not mytosis which is simple cell
myosis is a maturation of germ cells.

division, but

We were teaching that

in six different courses in that department.

And what were

the students doing while, who were majoring in the field?

The were just sitting back, ho hum, well
before, I

don't have to listen.

Well

wanted to do that sort of thing.

I've had this

that's wasteful, so I

I t was sort of the same

i

kind ' of reasoning that led me to think that a, that a
University like Marshall

could operate a community college

as a division and do for the community around

it the kinds

of things that were, ah, needed.

You didn't see the community college as a same sort of
threat for dollars as the med school
JD:

might be?

No I didn't because I saw it a s be i ng faculty, ah, who are
already on our campus for the most p~r t.

Ah, maybe with

some added as, as time went on, but, ah, primarily housed in
and working on and through the existing campus.
of a Mavrick breed.

[laughs]

Less of a,

Incidentally I tried the same

thing out here with, ah, very little success.

One of, ahi

one of my board members accused me of being oriented toward
vocational

education when I espoused doing some of this sort

of thing for the community around us here.
have a community college in this,

See we don ' t

in this city, but we have
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one 50 miles west of here, we have one 100 miles east of
here, operated by the, ah, state.
vocational

and technical

that, the practical

courses,

And as a result the
if you want to call

them

course s were not being taught to that

extent here in the- city.

And I thought, as Midwestern State

University, a public institution, we had to assume the
responsibility to do it.

But I couldn't get any enthusiasm

for it, either on the part of faculty or in t he legislature

or in my own board, finally gave it up.
happened here, and would have happ e ned
Hunt~ngton,

But, what has
I think in

is that, ah, the colleges located outside of,

ah, of, ah, Wichita Fall s has s ent their forces in and
established centers of education right here in this city and
they are doing the job that Midwe s tern State should be doing

for these types of people.
ah, well
RS:

But, Midwestern faculty can say,

we're too good for that.

Yeah, we're, we're above that.

Well

there certainly is a,

an element of elitism in any academic setting that, that
frowns on the kind of facutly that teaches in a community
col 1 eg ~~ .
.JB:

l-iel l, there s;hould be too.
part.

That's, that ' s the difficu ·1 t

There should be an elitist feeling.

I don ·' t , ah ,

eliti s m doesn't trouble me except when it becom e s so, ah, so
strong th a t

it interfers with doing things that you can do,

and shou ·1 cl do.

RS:

[ pause J

From 2 sources I get different impre s sions of the success
of, ah, let's, let ' s say communication at Marshall

when you
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I see numerous examples of attempts from your

end to communicate, ah, fireside chats with students,

several

visits to the student senate,

visits to the faculty meetings, annual
faculty, verbal
conferences,

reports,

(Mmm hmm.) um, several
reports to the

<Mmm hmm> ah, bimonthly press

(Ah huh) and yet, again, Dr. Moffatt's

conclusion is weak leadership.
component of unsuccessful
first let's deal

Which must have in i t a

communication.

CAh huh.)

with the, the plus side of that.

Ah,
When you

came in did you see yourself as a, a good communicator who
reco~nized the need for communication and this all, then,
resulted?
JB:

No I don't think so.

I didn't, ah, 1 don't think I fully

appreciated the need for communication and probably I should
have developed some plans and, ah, set out along that 1 ine.
I think t~much of my communication was ad hoc.

And when

you run ad hoc you're, you're probably trying to put out a
fire over here and ignoring all
happening over there.

the other things that may be

The, ah, the news cast, for instance.

I was getting daily calls by, ah, newspaper reporters and
television reporters and so forth, ah, coming to my office
and asking for my time, sit down and discuss things with
them.

And finally decided, my gosh we have a, we have an

educational
that.

television station over here, why don't we use

Why don't we just go in to the studio, invite any

reporters who want to come in, ~sk any questions they want
to, I'd try to answer them or get it answered, and, ah, and,
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ah, then we gave them copies of the tapes and we went from
there.

It was broadcast through the, ah, the whole thing

was broadcast through the on campus television station, but
then tapes were broadcast in part by the local

television

stations and the newspapers did whatever they wanted to with
That worked pretty well

it.

and, ah, it cut down on the

amount of time I was having to spend on it.
same time, made me available .

But it, at the

I should have had something,

ah, I should have had something equally effective with the
faculty and the s tudent body.
i

And I think that probably the

rea~on I didn't wa s

I Just didn't plan it.

planned something.

I should have set it in place rather

I should have

than putting out brush fires.
RS :

Well, not to defend you but to ju s t

look a t

it from a

slightly different perspective, based on my perception
huh.) of the same University ten years later.

Ah, [pause]

how, how does one generate that kind of interest?
know, let' s , let's say you set up a deal

(Ah

Ah, you

where e v ery fourth

Thursday afternoon you're going to be in the Alumni Lounge
in the Student Center to chat with s tudents at 3 and faculty
at 4, come by if you got a burr under your sadle.
chuckles]
show up

Ah, or you know,

(Yeah.)

[JB

I mean, and three people

<Yeah) for one and two people show up for the other

and pretty s o on it dwindles away and y ou reach the fairly
logical
time.

JB:

Right.

conclusion you got better things t6 do with your
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Ah, and, ah, obiviously people communicate when, towards you
when they want to bitch.
When that ox

is in the ditch.

L:chl.ic:kl es]

JB:

Yeah.

RS:

Ah, how does one do that and was t hat a factor in your not
doing it, knowing or a.ssumji ng that it woLd d be a. prc.,b ·1em?

Or, is i t , could it have been in any way related to the same
kind of division into groups that we talked about before

with the faculty, ah
JB~

Mmm,

I think

it probably related to the fact that there was

so many things on the president's desk at a, at a given time
i

that you tended to turn your attention to those that
,.

appeared to have higher priority and, and there was sl i~age.
You just didn't get to some of the things that were equally
important but were not as prominent, at a given time.
communication was, was one of them.

And

1· made the accepted and

the appropriate public appearences and spent a lot of time
at it.

Ah, Civic clubs and, oh I made speeches all

the

time, I had compendiums of speeches that I made here, there,

and everywhere.

But I think overall my communication with

the forces off the campus was better than it was on the
campus.

And, ah, I guess I haven't thought about it

sufficiently to be able to, ah, recapitulate what l should
have been doing that I didn't do.
in the boondocks more.

Probably out there? ah,

But I did go around and visit

faculty offices from time to time and talk with people and
see what their perspectives were and what their problems
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I remember sitting in the offic e of a young
psychology professor, ah, who had space right above my
office and, ah, talking with him one day.

And, ah, I

noticed as I was talking to him from across the room that he
was holding on to his desk, and finally I said why are you
holding on to that desk, and he said, ah,

I'll

show .

let go and his chair drifted way across the room.

And he

And that

floor s loped about 6 inches from one side to the other.
said, there's the reason.

He

Taught me something about Old

Main.
i

RS:

I w~s going to say

JB:

I made an abortive attempt to get Old Main torn down
L chuck ·1 es J

which was a bad idea in that town.
RS:

A beautiful
( Mmm.)

(Yeah.>

transition into the dis c ussion of Old Main.

Ah, you have since concluded that the demolition of

Old Main would not have been a great coup for you.
.JB:

[Laughs]

It was one cf my less popular moves on that campus

and in that community, really,
RS:

You know I have never known a campus that I've been on 15
years or so as a student or visiting, ah, with f a ir
regularity, where if you want to get somebody excited, talk
about tearing down the landmark .

(Mmm hmm.)

Ah , i t just ,

was stunned to see that you even touched that issue.

the bui .lding was decrep'~ \ wasn t
1

I

But

it?

\

.JEl:

Well

it was.

{!ind it ~..ias •:;;io i ng to cost mil 'f ions to, ,,1J-1,

restore it to any kind of s hape.

And actually the plan that

we put forth was not to tear down that, tha t

hallowed facade
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it was to tear down that junk behind it

and rebuild a portion of
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could have been done and I think
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it would have been

You know that was, ah, originally two seperate

buildings which were then joined in a kookamonga fashion by

a third major structure in there.
there, all

of

And it's,

is it still

it?

It's an abomination.

F~S:

Yes.

JB:

Has it ever been renovated?

RS:

we·I1

JB:

In t~e time you've been there?

RS:

It continually sucks up money.

JB:

Yeah that's another thing.

RS:

I mean, new roof, ah,

JB:

That thing is a bottomless pit.

RS:

Recently carpeting for the building.

JB:

When it comes t o money.

RS:

Yeah, ah,

~
i

it,

it constantly is br~ing painted.

+or· , +or

It ,

a period of time after, when Corbly was finished, the
business building

(Ah huh)

i t was big enough so that

it also

house s English, Home Ee, which I guess we, Home Ee is in
Education ,
the,

i::l.h ,

but it' s got 1 i k e a. nur·;s ery -; ;;chool

it, it ' s a nice facility really.

opened up almost all

in i t

+or

But see that then

o+ the second and third floors of Old

Main from offices or whatever, and when I got there, 7 years
ago, the third floor was vacant.

l mean except for the bugs

and whatever, which I ' m sure abounded.

[JB laughs]

But now
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almost the whole third floor i s being utilized, ah,

<Oh boy)

and yet the drawing boards are not totally dissimilar from
what you had.

<Mrnrn hmm)

Ah, tear out that middle s ection,

ah, redo the front and redo the back and have like a
colonade kind of thing between the two.

({Jh.)

You know,

whatever, I ' m not sure we're going to see, that is no where
on the priority 1 ist.

JB:

Probably that is, ah, being arrived at because you need
space and you probably can't sacrifice all

that space and

replace it with something new over any conceivable period of
i

time '.

But, ah, oh c;:.1osh, [laughing ·1 y J that was one o f my

less not€/able efforts.
[laughs]
I really stirred a storm.
l•
I t was a·1 most, we'll it wasn't in magnitude but it was
somewhat comparable to my first meeting with the advisory
board, ah, when I came to, came to Huntington.

I ·1 ooked for

an issue that I could just drop before them on which I
thought I could gain immediate acceptance and approval

and

support and we'd charge off into the, into the s unlight with
it and, ah,

I remember we met in a motel

from the campus.

just a block or two

And we'd had a nice luncheon and then l

sat back and I s-,aid, we ·1 1, ah, they said, well
would you like to see happen.

And I said, well

what things
there's one

thing I'd 1 ike to see happen and that is to, ah, change this
drinking regulation on the campus.

At that time i t was,

I

think, absolutely forbidden to anyone, at inytime, anywhere.
And I said, after all

these people are adults, most of them,

and we ought to move with the times and make that change and
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institutions which had done this with no,

ah , terrible increases in alcohol ism and so forth.

And,

the, the advisory board sp l it right down the middle.
[laughs]

Half of them were in favor of

it and half of them

were opposed to it, and here I was prop6sing it.

RS:

As my great unifier.

.JB:

Yeah.

RS:

It took years for you to pul 1 that off , didn ' t

.JB:

Yeah.

It fi,

drink

in the,

[laughs]

[ 1 aL1ghs J

Clc1ughsJ
it?

I think we finally got it done that they could

in the sanctity of their own dormitory rooms

and ii n the, ah, pub that ~-Je pL1t

over

in the ne~-J Student

Center.
RS:

Right, right.

Ah, here's one that is, ah, of

interest to me

because I just had a graduate student finish a master's
thesis on the desegregation of the public facilities
downtown in Huntington.

( 1'1mm hmm)

And part of that, hi s

thesis discussed the KA's Old South Weekend •
.JB:

Oh boy.

RS:

And,

if

Yeah.
I'm not ~istaken, you were a guest speaker or a

guest sponser of the first KA ce l ebration when you were,
your first year there.

(Yeah. )

even occurred for the rest of

I didn't notice that

your administration.

.JB:

I don't think they ever invited me back.

RS:

Did you know what you were walking in to?

.JB:

No,

I rea·11y didn't.

[ ·1

it

Ah

aughs]

I knew that there haa been a dispute

between a group of black students and a, ah, a group of
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invited me to come and speak to Old South,
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I was in that,

time when you're trying to get out and see

everybody, and speak to everybody, and I was pleased that
they would invite me to come down and speak and I did so.

It didn't even cross my mind that by doing so I was going to
abr~i~ the feelings of the black students.

-~

But it did.

And

they sent a delegation to my office right away, the Black
United Students.
RS:

No.

JB:

BUS.

Is that organization still

They were very vocal

on campus?

and they told me exactly how they

felt about it and my response was, hey look,

I go wherever

I'm invited to speak.

You haven't invited me to speak to

you, why haven't you,

They never did, by the way.

Ah,

which I considered, ah, a 1 ittle poor politics on their part
because I'm not a racist, even though I'm a southerner and,
ah,

I wanted to improve the relationships between the black

students and the other s on campus, which were not [end side
one, tape 2J

try to establish some communication with

the black s tudents.

I brought a collJgue of mine from the

accrediting association, Dr. Jeoffrey Wisington [WizingtonJ,
to the campus to speak to them.

And, ah, he was the first

black to receive his Ph.D. at the University of Alabama.
And I worked with him a couple of years in ~tlanta an the
Accreditation Association staff.

Fine, fine fellow.

And as
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later on he served as, ah, an assitant to,

ah, David Matthews when he was Secretary of Health,
Education, and Welfare.
perspective.

So the guy had a real

good

And, I made some efforts to, to bridge the gap

there but not, not to successfully.

RS:

Yes.

In the late 60s the KA thing really hit the fan.

Apparently it was much more of a glorification of Dixie, ah,
than

JB:

Than of anti-black.

RS:

What, probably by the time you got there i t had changed a
bit, 1ah,

in the late 60s the blacks actually created their

own counter-weekend and brought in some fairly well
national

speakers.

You know a perfectly logical

known

kind of

thing for a University to be involved in,

JB:

Sure.

RS:

Ah, and I wasn't to sure if, if black students even much
cared about the KA thing.

I think for a weekend or two it

was, a year or two it had not been held.

(Ah huh>

Ah, but,

ah, I was surprised when I saw that you [laughingly] managed
to walk

into that one.

JB:

Boy, I really did.

RS:

Did it happen subsequent to that?

[chuckles]
Were there more Old South

weekends?

JB:

I think there were.
Although I don ' t
them.

I think they continued to have them.

remember anything, ah, distinctive about

At that time we lived just caddy-cornered across the
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street from the KAs, so I only had two walk out the front
door and down the street and l was,

I was th ere.

I remember

it was, ah, an interesting experience because the girls were
in their crinolines and , the boys were in these ill - fitting
confederate uniforms.
imagine.

JB:

[laughs]

Worse looking things you cou ld

Ah,

And, ah, and out in the front yard of the place, an old, ah,

dwe·1 ·1 i ng, had been conver t ed, there ~ias a, a stump of a tree
and, ah, at some point during the ceremony the KAs fired
I

i

thei't~ cannon.

Boom!, that thing went off and some guy wa.s

driving down 5th, which was a one way, east street, with a
station wagon full

cf kids and wife and so forth, and that

cannon was fired right at him.

And he actually zigged ad

zagged almost from one curb to the other.

I thought he v-Ja·,;

going to wreck [laughingly] before he got it straightened

out.

[laughs]

And I ask one of them if they had shot that

tree down with that cannon, of c ourse they didn't have it
loaded with anything but powder and packing.
RS:

Mmm hmm.

Let's try a couple pretty controversial

things

that happened •
.JB

~

RS:

Okay.
()

Ah, let's deal with, with Dr. BJttino.

Ah, you kinc:I o+

walked into the middle of that too.
JB:

Yeah.

That was a hot pota to that was alre~dy on the

President's desk.

My predesessor, Dr. Deadmon had, ah, had

kind of, ah, put i t on hold.

I think, ah, when he, I'm
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guessing, that when he decided that someone was coming in as
president, not he, he would just leave that one on hold
until

RS=

that person arrived.

Real

·1

YaL1

def ended, vi gm,(;;:;)

And i t was a hot potato.

y.

,

the process that, ah, the ru I es at

the time were that non-tenured faculty need not be given
cause for dismissa·1.

(Mmm hmm.)

And that through whatever

deliberations the University had enough cause had been
presented

<Mmm hmm.)

to terminate •

.JB:

I did.

RS:

Ah, ~ere you comfortable with the procedure as opposed to
defendin 1-3 it?

.JB:

No.

No,

I wasn't .

That was a, a tense situation.

( \

Fµ(t.t i.no

I met shortly after I came there and talked with him.

found him personally attr~iive, articu1ate
,..J

1

I

and so forth.

And, ah, then I began reading up on the case and it was
extrememly complicated from the documentary standpoint.

But

I felt that they had gone through the process and they had,
ah, come to a decision which was supportable under the rules

of the Board of Regents, by the way.

That was a Board of

Regents pol icy at that time, that we did not give cause for
someone who was untenured, not tenured.
effect my hands were tied.
1:;:egents too.

I ~ould, ah,

And, ah, so in

I had to work with the Board of
I could see some justification

f ,::ir pr-oceed i ng different ·1 y t.h.-rn, than ~1ad bef,.m resorted to.

Ah, I could see some indication that vindictiveness had come
into p '! ay.

I was privately communicated with by some people
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in the community whom I respected, giving me informtaticn
that I couldn't make public, that I thought supported the
decision which had been made.

And, ah, so it, it came and

But it was a stormy, difficult, difficult, ah,

i t went.

time and I think

it caused me to lose credibility with some

faculty members that I would have 1 iked to had, have had it
with.
C,
R •..J.

Given that cause has never been public, made public, to this
day there remains scuttlebut, conjecture as to what Dt"'.

'Q/
B4ttino, .ah, did wrcmg,

(No.)

i+ that's thf.? right

'
Ah, hnd one theory is that he was being punished for his
antiwar activities, which did not set well

(!"Imm hmm.)

powers there were at whatever time.
response to that would be, well

with whatever

Ah, one

one of his collegues went to

Washington with him and was not punished.

Thus suggesting

that if that was one of the factors that it was more
personal

even than that.

(Yeah.)

Ah, the thing was, of

course, vastly ccmpl icated by the fact that his chair was at
one time a very good friend who invited him to the campus
And yet ends up suggesting

initially for the job.
termination.

(Ah huh.)

Ah, did your office have

Q

information s-,uggest i ng that Dr. B'?t-'f i no w;,.s a participant in
let's say the drug subculture of Marshall

University at that

time?
JB:

I'm not going to answer that.
reviewed the, ah, case,
on it nciw.

And the reaion is,

I don't think

I have not

I even have any papers

I carried them with me for a while, they've been
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Umm, I 'm hazy about details and I'm

wary of saying something that might make me li a ble, even at
this, at this juncture.

And I don't have the protection of

a front offi c e any more, of a State ' s Attorney General

to

run interference for me.
RS:

ls there anything that you could say in terms of the, the
specifics involved ?

.JB:

Not really to the specifics.

I could s ay only that the, the

case need not have become the cause celeb that it was.

It

could have been resolved in its early stages if the two
i

sid~s to it had been willing to communicate and, and rea c h

l don't think that it need - h•ve become

agreement there.
what it was.

And I mean that, ah, that would have gone

right back to the, the very beginnings o·f the d~-~pute, ·1ong
before I came on the scene.

~t

RS:

Was,

-="th, Dr.

.JB:

It ' s

regret ab ·1 e that it. wasn't, re.;.. ·1 ·1y.

j_

no

Hegre tab I e for the

schoo 1 , regret ab 1 e

RS:

for his caree1°·· , and sci f ort.h.
Q
From what. you know wa s Dr. B.attino a quai it.y· fac::ut.1y member ?

JB:

From the things that I heard and saw about him, ye s .

He was

good in his field, he was, ah, very conscientious and very
hard working from the evidence that I saw.
Ye ah.
Hi l l •
.JB:

Is he?

I think that, from what I know, he remains at Chapel :
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Ah, which would seem ta suggest that he knows what he's

doinsi,

.JB:

I wou ·1d say so.

Yeah, thc:-1t. 1 s a goac1 schoc,l •

RS:

Ah, I had a student who did a paper on this conf l ic:t •

.JB:

Ah huh.

RSu

He was frustrated, af course, by the inability to get to the
(Yeah.)

heart of the matter.

And, ah, many faculty at the

time were, of course, frustrated by it.
become very divisive.
member?
I

(Yeah.)

And i t did

Ah, was Dr. Rogers a senior faculty

I have no idea where he went.

,

JB:
He was the chairman of the depci.rtment.

the c:ha.irman of . the department.

.JB :

He

RS:

Yeah.

.JB:

Yes he was.

RS~

So he prob ab ·1 y has retired or ·1 ef t

.JB:

I don ' t

RS:

I have no idea.

JB:

He was there when I left and , ah, I've not had any

lrJaS

Marsha ·1 l .

I just

k n m·i.

information to indicate his whereabouts or what he's doing
since

that ttme.

RS:

The AAUP jumped all

JB:

Oh yeah, they sure did.

R:3:

And

at one point sugge·sted that, v~e l ·1 ? put i'1arsha 1 i un

probation

JB:

over this one .

t h c•.t ·1asted unt i ·1

Right, yeah.

' '79 c>r'

'f::l(l.
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Ah, and indicated, I think, that one, the University would
have to reach an accomodation wi.th Dr. 1teJ:-tino and two,

change its, ah, promotion, tenure, academic freedom
guidelines,

if

it wanted to get off

(Yeah . )

o+ protJat :i.on.

Did you begin any activities in that area while you were
president?

JB:

To change those things?

Rf3:

Yes.

JB:

No.

No, I didn't.

I don't think there was a lot of time

after their findings, and, ah,

I think that it would have

I

had to, it would have had to eventuate through the State
Board of Regents in any case, because we were operating
under a pol icy which they operated.

And, ah, ah, there was

not much feeling that we wanted to back down, so to speak.
.,..,
R w:

Time to talk about drugs.

JB:

Drugs, oh boy.

RS:

One, ah, cursory look through the records of

Ah, that's one scene I'm glad I'm out of.
'71,

'72, and

'73 would have us believe that, that the drug culture
certainly existed on the Marshall
community.

campus and the Huntington

Ah, you or someone in your administration was

enough convinced of that to make i t one of the priority
concerns.

Ah, the education of students about drugs, ah,

speakers were brought in, films were shown,
anything out of the national
perc<:? i. ved?

(Ah huh.) ah,

trend here that, that you
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I think, ah, from what I heard and learned, Marshall

was a

1 ittle slow to catch up on that but when they got involved
in it they apparently, ah, went, some of the students went
flat out to catch up.

That was one of the things that

friends of mine told me before I went there.

That Marsha 1 1

had a serious drug problem in its student body.

And, ah, so

I wasn't surprised when it surfaced in various ways.
think

i t surfaced with, ah,

I

primarily with a, an undercover

officer purchasing some, ah, LSD and various other things
from a student who had been working with him for some time.

And, 1ah? one thing led to another and we had some e xciting
times with it.

RS:

From what I can gather there seems to have been an enormous
breakdown in communication between Huntington pol ice and
Marshall

Public Saftey folks and your administration in

terms of a drug bust at 5 o'clock in the morning in a dorm.
.JB:

we·11,

I wasn't

in+ormed of it in advance? •

after i t happened so, I think, ah, good procedure would have
alerted me to the fact, or alerted some of my administrators
who told me, that this was going to happen and allow us to

prepared fcir some eventualities that might come along.
ah, effectively we didn't learn about it until
it in the newspaper.

Ah,

we read about

A 1 ittle, a 1 ittle sooner than that

but not a whole lot.
RS:

Well,

I'm not in the law enforcement busine~s [laughingly]

and neither are you I would guess.

(Uh uh)

Bar Ker,
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one of the officers was flat out quoted as ' We trust no
cme.'
.JB:

(Oh.)

as an excuse for, ah,

I wouldn't be surprised.

Yeah .

involving no one.

I wouldn ' t be sur pri sed.

Wel 1, I criecked to ·f ind out what their authorit ·y· 1-Jas and
they were within their authority to do that .
had authority on the campus.

Because they

At the time some of the

students felt that they were in a, ah, sanctuary and that
the students, that the students right s had been violated by
the pol i c e coming in to that sanctuary.
e:-: i

But no such thing

The pol ice did have authority there.

sted.

Just as the

i

Stat~ Pol ice did have authority on our campus when the riots
ensued.

The (Now see) governor immediate sent State Pol ice

down there to help restore order and, ah,
under who's authority they were acting.

I wanted to know
And they said we

are acting under the governor's authority and our authority
to come anywhere on state property at any time .
C,
R._.,.

You know that, that issue cf legalit y has been a fuzy matter
on several

such disturbances 1 ike,

study of the Kent tragedy

I have done a 1 ittle

(Ah huh.)

a year or two before and

there is some consideration to this very day that National
Guard had no authority under Ohio law, that it should have
been State Troopers.

<Mmm r1mm.)

That Ohio law says that

public state property is to be protected by the State

JB:

State officials, yeah.
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Guard went in.

Now down in

I've got this right in my mind, when the

students were killed at Jackson State, they were killed by
State Troopers

(Yeah)

and Mississippi

law is apparently

somewhat the opposite ta Ohio law in that it should have
been Mississippi

(Hmm)

National

Guardsmen there.

Well, but

Ohio, West Virginia law was clear, ah, State Troopers, State
Highway Patrol

(Yeah)

(Yeah.)

have responsibility?

And the

same is true with the City of Huntington has authority on
the campus?

JB:

ThJt was what I'm told.

I

don't think,

I

know I

looked at the actual, ah, laws, the actual

never

ordinances which

make this true, but, ah, boy they were there.

I think the

worst breakdown occurred when the, ah, pol ice charged on to
the cmapus into a group of students and lashed out at anyone
who was in their way.
And, ah,

Even some faculty were hit, clubbed.

it came about for several

reasons.

One of them was

that, of course the agitating group of students had set it
up, they gathered, ah, trash cans full

of, ah, bricks from

the wal~s on the campus and hauled them down there, well
hauled them down when they started their activities at the
main gate.

And their activities were intended to invoke or

provoke the, ah, the pol ice. But unfortunately we had a
very, very small

campus security group who were of low skill

and, ah, probably, ah, le s s, ah,

intentioned to get out

there in the front 1 ines and play a role.

They should have
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moved in on and taken - these guys with the garbage cans full
of bricks, ah,
didn't.

in tow as soon as it started.

But, ah, they

And, ah, as a matter of fact they were no where to

be seen.

A large group of students gathered and I and a

number of my chief administrators went among them appealing
to them to get back to the dormitories, get away from there,
they were going to get involved in something serious.
Because at that time 15 or 20 of the agitators were up front
throwing the bricks through the windows of a furniture store
across the street.
!

find.

And at every, ah, target they could

And the students were standing back about a 100 feet

or so and, ah, they were spectators.
is a bad place to be a spectator.

And I kept saying this

And sure enough, as soon

as the mayor came down the street and declared it a riot and
said you have 5 minutes to get out of here, the agitators
faded back

into the group of students.

Then the police

charged and everybody was treated the same.
deplorable situation.

It was really a

I retreated to the, ah, Student

Center myself with a pretty good dose of pepper gas and,
and, ah, tear gas along the way too, because they really
threw it at us.
RS:

Now, this is not fair given that we're talking 15 years but,
as best I can determine there were in f act 3 nights of
problems.
Yeah.

RS:

·rwo in the spring and one in the fal 1.

I believe so.

Ah, were, were you just refering now to the spring?
I can't recall

which one it was.

Ah, probably the first
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RS:

Okay, which had two nights of rioting .

.JB:

Yeah .

.JB:

We invoked a curfew, ,=1.s I rec:a 1 ·1 , and oh, we combe!d the
campus but by th~t time, there wasn't a whole lot of damage,
but there'd been some, ah, some damage to the campus and

some serious problems arrised.

One of the things I

discovered as a result of that was that our campus security
was just inadequately trained and, ah, manned, to do the
kind of job that we needed.

And we needed to adopt a more,

ah, 1a, an attitude amongst those who were there of, ah, not
downtown pol ice but of members of the campus condusive to
better relationships between them and the, and the students.
In other words, take a coffee break

in the Student Center,

talk with students, know them (Ah huh) ah, get amongst them.
Not stand off and, and, ah, wait far them to park in the
wrong place.
stj_·1·1
f~S:

Parking was a real

problem at that time.

May

be.

-It Y''f.?ma ins.

In speaking of parking, when they tore down the

Shawkey Memorial

Student Center and they paved

• J..

1

L ,

I believe somehow or other the BOR got involved and actually
mandated thinner asphalt because it, i t couldn't remain a
parking lot fer more than three years.
1 ot.

JB~

Really.

Oh my gosh.

[ 1 au•;ihs J

It's still

a parking

